THOUGHT LEADERS

A N I N T E RV I E W W I T H
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B Y J O E L K U RT Z M A N

During his long and fruitful ca-

was based. The premise of the piece is that

leaders, it is often very difficult to determine

reer, Warren Bennis has been a student, sol-

democracy is a system of values superior to

whether the leader shapes the group or the

dier, scholar, university provost, university

and more functional than the values of other

group offers up the leader.

president, student of leadership and group dy-

systems.Values, in the view of Mr. Bennis, are

Some groups are better than others, Mr.

namics and distinguished professor.

not simply a collection of a group’s mores and

Bennis observed,and occasionally, in business

Mr. Bennis first came to prominence in

attitudes.Rather,they determine which things

and elsewhere, they rise to the level of what

the early 1960’s, when he taught social sci-

get done by a group, and how well they are

he terms “Great Groups.” How do Great

ences at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

done. As such, they are vital to a group’s

Groups differ from the ordinary kind? They are

nology. In 1964, in the midst of the Cold War,

chances of reaching its goals.

able to achieve tremendous successes, often

Mr. Bennis and a co-author, Philip Slater, who

The logic of Mr. Bennis’s thinking as it

with very limited resources,he notes in his new

was also a social scientist, published a semi-

pertained to government carried through to

book,“Organizing Genius:The Secrets of Cre-

nal article in the Harvard Business Review —

his later work. As he turned to the study of

ative Collaboration”(Addison-Wesley),which

“Is Democracy Inevitable?” — in which they

business,he once again raised the issue of val-

he wrote with Patricia Ward Biederman. In

argued that democracy was an unstoppable

ues.Great leaders are able to accomplish great

short, they are high-commitment, high-per-

force. Although the article proved to be cor-

feats and prod their followers into doing the

formance, high-output organizations.

rect, it was considered radical at the time,giv-

same, he wrote, because they are able to ar-

In some instances, as with the scientists

en the formidable power of the Soviet Union.

ticulate, focus and even embody the values of

who developed the atomic bomb in the Man-

Even more radical — and timely now —

the groups they lead. Not only do different

hattan Project or the engineers who came to-

is the reasoning upon which the argument

types of groups demand different types of

gether in Lockheed’s celebrated Skunk Works,

...............................
Joel Kurtzman is the editor-in-chief of Strategy & Business.
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a handful of men and women and their lead-

ter job?” And most people say, “Get rid

meaning of it. It was right after the Bat-

ers have opened up new technological terri-

of the guy who’s heading our depart-

tle of the Bulge — in December 1944

tories, with outcomes that have reshaped the

ment.” Is that the key? How much does

— and I was a green platoon leader in

the leader inhibit or help? How much is

the infantry. The first few days, the

it up to the group itself?

captain of the company said, “Just do

WARREN BENNIS: Without a terrific

everything I do. Just mimic me.”

world. In others, as with the Great Group that
makes up Disney’s feature animation studio,
small cadres of people have changed the face
of the arts and entertainment.
To succeed, a Great Group usually re-

leader, you’re not going to have a

But when I got back to my platoon,

Great Group. But it is also true that

the men were laughing at me. It turned

you’re not going to have a great leader

out that the captain had been in com-

quires two sharply different leadership roles

without a Great Group.

bat a little too long and he was getting

to be filled. One role — that of the visionary

S&B: The leader makes the group and

deaf. That meant he wasn’t diving for

the group makes the leader?

cover until just nanoseconds before

— is necessary if a Great Group is to set a

the bombs hit. And that was

goal and chart a course to it. The

not so funny for me.

other — that of the protector of the

So these platoon guys

vision, often an unsung hero — is

— all were experienced vet-

needed to keep the harsh realities

erans, most were 25 or old-

of the world at bay. Early on at Dis-

er and some were even col-

ney, Walt was the visionary, while

lege graduates — helped
train me, a 19-year-old sec-

brother Roy served as the protector.

ond lieutenant just out of

In the Manhattan Project, J. Robert

Fort Benning, to become

Oppenheimer,a temperamental but

their leader. They taught me

visionary physicist, charted the

everything from how to hit

course while Gen. Leslie R. Groves,

the ground and dig a foxhole

a tough military man, ran interfer-

to how to make a decent

ence. Occasionally, but not often,

meal out of C rations and di-

these two qualities can be found in

rect my scouts. They taught
me all the ropes.

the same person.

They wanted me to

What follows are excerpts

lead them and they made it

from a recent conversation with

possible for me to do that. I

Mr. Bennis at his home in Santa

was obviously scared to

Monica,Calif.

death at what I was thrust into and they were able to

S&B: Every company and man-

make me into something be-

ager is scrambling these days to
figure out how to create a Great

yond my dreams. That was
WARREN BENNIS: Yes. I realized this

Group. But it is clearly a very difficult

close to home, when I was a young

thing to do. I have been in countless

man in World War II.

a Great Group.
S&B: And what did you give to them?

meetings where the question being con-

I was what was called a “replace-

WARREN BENNIS: I knew some things

sidered was blunt: “What would it take

ment officer.” It’s a macabre name — I

they didn’t know. I had just gotten

to get our group to be better, to do a bet-

was sort of anesthetized to the full

through four months of the best kind
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of advanced military training, and I

Perhaps the key factor, and it’s al-

velop the atomic bomb. So, although

was able to impart some things about

most a banal thing to say, is finding a

he was in Los Alamos, and God knows

strategy. With that knowledge, I was

meaning in what you do. That is, how

that was a woebegone place, he was

able to give them some sense of per-

do you make people feel that what

able to go around the country to re-

spective about where we were and

they’re doing is somewhat equivalent

cruit all of the best minds that were

where the war was going — a glimpse

to a search for the Holy Grail?

available. He had a Rolodex in his

of the big picture — and that gave

This is more than just having a vi-

them an idea of when we were going to

sion. You can see the difference in the

head long before the actual device

be relieved, which was very important.

often-cited way in which Steve Jobs

Put another way, the groups are

And I gave them a sense of confi-

brought in John Sculley to take over

enclosed and protected, yet also have

dence, which in a way is paradoxical,

Apple. At the time, Sculley was des-

the networks to know what’s going on

given the fact that I joined the platoon

tined to be the head of Pepsico. The

in the “real” world.

was invented.

without any real experience. Yet,

clincher came when Jobs asked him,

somehow or other, they gave me the

“How many more years of your life do

S&B: But how do they do that? After all,

confidence and then later I gave them

you want to spend making colored wa-

many of the great things that emerge

the confidence. I think we both real-

ter when you can have an opportuni-

from these groups are very radical de-

ized that we were playing for mortal

ty to come here and change the

partures. And, yet, they fit somehow in

world?”

the context of a market, whether it’s the

stakes and that in a morbid sense, our
fates were correlated.

So, the vision must have meaning, a deep meaning. It has to have

marketplace of ideas or the market for
movies or computers.

S&B: How do we take your extraordi-

some connection with changing the

WARREN BENNIS: That’s where an-

nary battlefield experience and apply it

world, with a mission from God.

other aspect of serendipity comes in,

to the everyday office setting and facto-

because you could have a group that

ry floor? Just what is needed to make a

S&B: In your book, you also say that

is isolated, that is doing what it thinks

group succeed?

serendipity is involved. A Great Group

may be a remarkable paradigmatic

WARREN BENNIS: I don’t feel alto-

must have not only a meaningful vision

breakthrough, and, in fact, it has no

gether comfortable in saying, “Here

but also the ability to seize opportuni-

resonance with the market, has no

are the steps to Great Groups.” In fact,

ties to fulfill that vision. How it pulls that

connection with what the needs or in-

one of the questions that has per-

off is something of a mystery. The

terests of people are. This is where

plexed me is how do you take the ex-

groups that you describe as great are, in

there’s a lot of luck involved. It is also

periences and lessons of the extraor-

a sense, closed entities, yet they are

where leadership counts.

dinary groups described in my book

somehow in touch with the market.

and apply them to regular, ordinary

WARREN BENNIS: That’s right. I’m

S&B: Where does the leader fit into the

organizations?

not sure it amounts to a paradox but

picture?

Great Groups are vivid Utopias.

it certainly is really strange. On the

WARREN BENNIS: To begin with, a

They are a picture of the way organi-

one hand, these groups are self-con-

leader is needed to protect the group

zations ought to look — sort of like a

tained island communities. On the

from disruptive outside forces yet

set of aspirations and a graphic illus-

other, they have antennae that extend

possess a sort of proverbial Rolodex

tration of what’s possible. So how do

to the outside.

in the sky to know what’s going on.

we, in our mundane, quotidian orga-

For example, J. Robert Oppen-

Leaders like Bob Taylor and John

nizations, create these things? I think

heimer, the creative force behind the

Seely Brown at the Palo Alto Research

there are a number of factors that we

Manhattan Project, knew where to go

Center (PARC), Peter Schneider and

can look at.

to find the best young physicists to de-

Jeffrey Katzenberg at Disney and Kel-
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ly Johnson at Lockheed were all able

kind of split in the case of Oppen-

seizes me.” He had a great smell for an

to recruit their troops and protect

heimer and Gen. Leslie R. Groves, the

idea, like a good editor.

them from the “suits,” or what they

military’s man in charge of the Man-

used to call “toner heads’’ at Xerox,

hattan Project.

The quality of leadership I’m describing comes through in a story I

and also have a strong connection

In a Great Group, you always have

heard about the difference between

with the outside world. In that sense,

to have some patrician in the back-

having dinner with Prime Minister

the leaders are truly protectors. Kelly

ground, whether it’s Kelly Johnson or

Gladstone and with Prime Minister

Johnson, for example, got himself on

Bob Taylor, who can talk to the suits.

Disraeli. When you had dinner with
Gladstone, you were left feeling that
he was the wittiest, the most brilliant,

“WHEN YOU HAD DINNER W I T H Glad stone , you w er e left feeling that he was the
wittiest, the most brilliant,the most charming
person you had ever met.But after dinner with
Disraeli, you felt that you were the wittiest, the
most intellig ent, the most charming person.”

the most charming person you had
ever met. But after dinner with Disraeli, you felt that you were the wittiest, the most intelligent, the most
charming person.
Leaders of Great Groups are
more like Disraeli than Gladstone. My
God, they have to be. I mean, Oppenheimer never won the Nobel Prize,
but think of the numbers of people in
the Manhattan Project who did.

the Lockheed board so he could keep

The creator-protector roles don’t

What I’m getting at is that leaders

the bureaucrats away from the cre-

have to be split, but they often are.

are almost like midwives of ideas.

ativity going on.

They really understand what is going
S&B: A leader could embody both roles,

on. You know when you come to them

even though they represent different

with an idea, they aren’t going to just

bit? A Great Group has a creative

states of mind and different ways of op-

say, “Well, that’s nice, and maybe we

leader, but it also has a protector?

erating?

can use that.”

S&B: Can you go into that role a little

WARREN BENNIS: Well, those roles

WARREN BENNIS: Yes, they can be

seem to be split in many cases. Let’s

embodied in the same person, and for

S&B: So is it the leader’s function to find

take the Media Lab at the Massachu-

a very interesting reason: the leader,

the link to the market? Is the leader the

setts Institute of Technology. There, it

whether filling one of these roles or

person who makes it all practical and

was Jerry Wiesner, M.I.T.’s president,

both, is rarely the brightest person in

says, “This is a wonderful idea, but if

who was the protector, who was able

the group. Rather, they have extraor-

somehow you put it into a spreadsheet,

to actually get the money to get the

dinary taste, which makes them more

we can sell a million of these”?

building, and protect that money

curators than creators. They are ap-

WARREN BENNIS: Yes, exactly. He is

from the other departments and

preciators of talent and nurturers of

the guy who goes to the outside world,

deans, who would’ve liked it to have

talent and they have the ability to rec-

who can bring to an audience of exec-

gone into their particular fiefdoms.

ognize valuable ideas. I think it was

utives the work of the true creative ge-

But it was people like Nick Negro-

Ben Rich, who succeeded Kelly John-

nius in the group. He is the salesman.

ponte and others who were the cre-

son at Lockheed, who said to me, “I al-

But salesman is a trivializing word. He

ative animators of the place. So, you

ways know a good idea when I hear it,

is the translator, facilitator, the articu-

have that split role. It was that same

because of the feeling of terror that

lating point between the group’s ge-
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“THE LEADER IS A COMPLETER, the person who fi lls
the gap that others may not be filling at a particular time.”

nius, who is doing great things, pro-

S&B: I recall a study about AT&T which

ment, and talk about the role of Roy E.

ducing big and innovative ideas, and

found that the people who did best were

Disney as the guardian of the company’s

the public, the market. It is being able

those who could fill the gaps. They could

values in the mid-80’s. The son of Roy O.,

to sell the dream to the people who

run around, they had networks, they

who was the co-founder of the company

aren’t close to it.

could create new networks and they

and the protector of its values in his day,

could fill the holes in their own knowl-

Roy E. was sometimes cruelly called

S&B: Let’s back up a bit to when the

edge. And they just had a sense of how

“the idiot nephew” by Walt Disney. Yet,

group is first coming together. One of the

to do it. Now, on a bigger level, is that

in 1984, he thwarted a takeover attempt

leader’s primary responsibilities is re-

how a team should be managed?

and started to put together the great

cruitment. These are very tightknit
teams. How do you find the right people? And how do you keep out those
who might break up the team?

WARREN BENNIS: I think so. One the-

ory I have about these Great Groups
is that the leader is a completer, the
person who fills the gap that others

team of Michael Eisner and Frank Wells.
In some way, he was able to take responsibility to recreate the mix at a time
when the company had lost its way. How
did he do that?

WARREN BENNIS: It starts with a need

may not be filling at a particular time.

for people who can play together in the

That means having the protean qual-

WARREN BENNIS: Roy is one of the

sandbox, in the words of Peter Schnei-

ity of being able to move into different

easiest people to underestimate. But

der, president of Disney’s feature ani-

kinds of roles — and having the ca-

he’s really an extraordinary man, to-

mation studio. That means a sense of

pacity to abandon his or her ego to

tally under-acknowledged by the

compatibility and a willingness to take

the talents of others, which is such a

world but fully acknowledged within

critical thing.

Disney. He is a keen, deep listener, and

the work very seriously. It also means
that the team ought to have the right

That is one of the reasons why I’m

to say who’s going to join and who is-

he just had that faith, that conviction,

rather concerned now about Disney’s

about what it was going to take to re-

n’t, which sometimes means subject-

Michael Eisner. With all of Mike Ovitz’s

make Disney.

ing the recruit to something akin to a

problems, I wish that Eisner would

grueling, hazing experience.

have been able to create a space and

There is also a great deal to be

a role for the best utilization of his tal-

S&B: Can you write the specs of a Roy,

of someone who could do the same job
for other groups?

said about self-nomination. People

ents. I know that the world is down on

smell out the group that they may

Ovitz, but my concern is over how Eis-

WARREN BENNIS: He doesn’t get in

want to join. When a certain field gets

ner was unable to fully utilize and

the hair of others, he doesn’t hover. To-

hot — and right now it is neuroscience

work Ovitz into the team at Disney. I

tally supportive. Protector of a dream,

— bright young people are drawn al-

think that’s a primary function of a

guardian of the group’s meaning.

most like iron filings to a magnet.

Great Group. And, frankly, Disney does

That would be the main thing. At

not have a Great Group at the top at

Disney right now, the one feature ani-

Still, you’ll make mistakes, because it’s a very chancy game and you

mation film each year brings in rough-

this moment.

can’t always predict well, even with
the wisdom of a good group.

ly 40 percent of the profits. Not the revS&B: Let’s stay with Disney for a mo-
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understandable why Eisner would

form of excellence. Jobs and Disney

“some other competitor is going to do

want to make two or even three a year.

are incarnations of what it was that

this new PC before us.” There’s always

But I doubt if they can do that with the

would make that group great. And you

got to be that kind of haunting sense

same level of creativity.

want to live up to that, you want to

of a deadline.

Roy Disney is simply a beautiful

achieve that.

These are fiercely competitive

example of a protector, the translator,

When I think about the leaders

groups, and the only way they can

the presence on the board, and his re-

that I’ve written about, they have

be fiercely competitive is knowing

lationship with Peter Schneider, the

certain things in common: they pro-

there’s a date, there are metrics and

head of feature animation, is extreme-

vide direction and meaning, they

there’s a product. Great Groups have

ly close. There’s got to be a partner-

generate and sustain trust, they are

to really ship.

ship between the two. Kelly Johnson

purveyors of hope, they are people

and the people at Lockheed’s Skunk

who get results.

Works also had that.

S&B: By definition, these groups are go-

But their personalities vary enor-

ing into uncharted territory. How do you

mously, and a Walt Disney and a Steve

know what the metrics should be?

S&B: But, as you have said, being a pro-

Jobs are not your textbook, Warren

WARREN BENNIS: Sometimes, you

tector is not enough. Look at what is

Bennis-type leaders whom we’ve en-

don’t. That sense that you could do

happening at Apple Computer. After Ap-

shrined in the management literature.

something that no one else has done

ple lost its creative force, it brought in

They’ve got this incredible sense of

is almost unwarranted optimism. How

Gilbert Amelio to fill the General Groves

spotting talent. Though they have pre-

in the hell did they know they could

role. Now Amelio is bringing back the

Copernican egos, they are able to get

really make an atomic bomb? Until the

creative force by rehiring Steve Jobs. Is

people who can do things that they

morning they exploded the first one,

this the makings of a new Great Group?

can’t. That means they are able to

they really weren’t sure. They had to

WARREN BENNIS: That was the

abandon those huge egos to the tal-

have an innocence about them — they

smartest thing Amelio has done. Jobs

ents of others.

did not know it couldn’t be done.

S&B: Personalities aside, how do lead-

here, because they don’t know what

Disney, people desperately want to

ers know how far they have led? You cer-

they don’t know.

please him.

tainly know, if you’re Disney, whether

So how do you get a metric? You

Indeed, the variation of these

“Pocahontas” is a success or a flop.

get it through a product and a dead-

leaders is an interesting thing, because

And, of course, you know the Manhat-

line. I don’t think you can quite get the
metrics from the usual sense, a priori.

is a great salesman and he can also use
talent. And much like it was with Walt

That’s why youth is very interesting

whereas Bob Taylor at PARC would

tan Project got the result it sought.

nurture and treasure and cherish, peo-

But as for the rest, is it important for

ple like Walt Disney and Steve Jobs

a leader to have a sense of measures

S&B: Putting all this together, it seems

were also given to moments, almost

and milestones?

clear that these Great Groups are very

like a bipolar personality, in which they

WARREN BENNIS: Absolutely. Not

special creatures indeed. Which means

could be quite mean, humiliating peo-

only must there be a deadline, but al-

that you can’t run a whole company as

ple in public. Katzenberg, too, can be

so some clear metrics — you’ve got to

a Great Group.

very, very difficult. Still, people want

keep that in front of the group. And,

WARREN BENNIS: No, I don’t think

desperately to please them.

with monotonous regularity, the

you can. It would be very difficult to

leader must keep reminding people of

imagine a large organization filled at

S&B: Why do people respond that way?

what’s important. If the group doesn’t

every moment in time with Great

WARREN BENNIS: These leaders are

produce by a date certain, then “the

Groups. But it’s imperative that line of-

the incarnation of the dream, of a

Germans are going to get it first” or

ficers and, certainly, HR people and
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C.E.O.’s be aware of the conditions that

company like Merck — suddenly the

walk into a particular part of the com-

can create electrifying groups that

neuroscience or the cardio group

pany, whether it’s happening there or

make a real difference — and that they

seems to be just blooming, flourishing

not. In the absence of a Great Group,

strive to provide a home for them.

beyond what anyone had expected.

can a bureaucratic, humdrum company

But how do you make every oth-

How does this sort of spontaneous

learn to produce great products, albeit

er group in the organization give that

greatness happen? Is this driven by a

slower and more methodically?

group, and the people in that group, a

leader? Is it a matter of the right chem-

WARREN BENNIS: Yes. Let’s imagine

sense that what they are doing really

istry, no pun intended?

that a company brings me in to talk

has meaning to them? The problem is

WARREN BENNIS: That’s a combi-

about the application of Great Groups

that lots of people in organizations

nation of all of those things. Part of it

to its business — it doesn’t matter

may have vision, but there’s absolute-

may be serendipitous and plain luck,

what company or what business. I

ly zero meaning to what they’re doing.

that they hit upon a vein, almost like

would tell them: “Look, you’ve all

They’ve actually forgotten why they

drilling. You notice in the interviews

been, one time in your life, at least, in

are there, which is why bureaucracies

that you do — and I’ve done a lot —

a terrific group, one in which you’ve

become stodgy and obsolete and filled

that you sort of drift around and you

never felt more creative and that you

with inertia.

throw out probes. Especially when

really enjoyed. It could have been a

So, the lessons from Great Groups

interviewing famous people, be-

political campaign, it could have been

are important for every organization

cause they have a script and they’ve

a play you were in. Write down some

because they encourage us to aspire

told their famous stories dozens of

characteristics of that group.”

to be something more than we are.

times. But every once in a while, you

Let’s say there are 15 or 20 peo-

You’re never going to quite make it, but

can ask a question and, boy, you just

ple in the audience, so you then put

you better be damn aware of what can

hit, like a vein opens up. So, that’s

them at a blackboard or easel. “O.K.,

happen when you can create, or be a

part of it. It could be an area, in tak-

now let’s take the most significant of

part of, the kind of group that’s going

ing Merck, where they suddenly re-

these characteristics — which are the

to make a difference, rather than the

alize, “Gee, this drug can cure river

ones that most of you said? We’ll just

kind of humdrum, boring, drifting kind

blindness,” and then it has a reso-

say there are six or seven of these di-

nance with the market and there are

mensions.”

of organization we see too often.
So, yes, it’s hard for me to imag-

a lot of byproducts that come out of

Now, some of this may be tough

ine one organization, especially a large

it. And somehow there are a number

to talk about, because the thing

one, with hundreds of hives of Great

of very bright people in that venue

they’re going to say is that the leader

Groups. But the lessons here — about

who are around.

leadership, meaning, recruiting and

I’m not sure you can create such

what bureaucracies have to do to pro-

was of a certain kind, that he had this
charisma or this sense of letting go, or

a group, but you can permit it when

had the taste to bring in a lot of good

tect, basically, their human capital and

you spot it, and then say, O.K, you’ve

people. And then you can start saying,

their intellectual capital — these

got that strike and now you have to

“Well, how do you think you can get to

lessons are just terribly important for

manage it to bring it in. You can’t pre-

this, and can you sustain it?”

people to be aware of.

dict the strike all the time, but you

So, the real question that is im-

have to be very aware of those mar-

plied in many of your questions is, can

S&B: Now, every once in a while, you

hear of a Great Group arising sponta-

velous, propitious moments — and to

these groups not only be created with-

not let them off the hook.

in your normal Fortune 1000 company,

neously, so to speak. Within an organi-

but can they also be sustained? We can

zation that has lots of excellent people

S&B: There’s a certain intensity in these

go a long way toward actually saying,

— you might take a pharmaceutical

groups. You can recognize it when you

“O.K., what the hell are we doing here
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“ T H E P R O B L E M I S T H AT L O T S of people
in organizations may have vision, but ther
absolutel y z ero meaning to what the
together? What are we really trying to

e’s
y’re doing.”

thusiasm. People may not believe that

ple motivated and to be as honest, as

produce? What is it that has meaning

their leaders are omniscient, but they

upfront, as you can. But, boy, there re-

for us, that’s going to keep us motivat-

have a certain stake in thinking that a

ally are limits to that.

ed? Let’s take a look at our leadership.

leader has enough of a sense of secu-

Let’s take a look at our compatibility.

rity to guide them through treacher-

Let’s take a look at whether we have

ous waters. One of the characteristics

Great Groups as models for success.

any moments of honoring or celebrat-

of leaders of Great Groups is perspec-

What about groups that fail? Does that

ing our achievements. Let’s take a look

tive, providing a sense of destiny and

happen because the troops lose faith in

awareness of the conditions they are

the leader? Is the chemistry all wrong?

up against.

WARREN BENNIS: Certainly, there is

at our metrics.”
In a lot of ways, you can get groups
to be reflective about their shortcom-

S&B: We have been focusing on the

a loss of confidence in the leader and

ings and the things they could do to

S&B: In the interest of openness, should

the leader’s ability to be coached back

make themselves, if not great in the

you talk about threats to the group’s

to the right track.

sense of the Manhattan Project, a hell

budget?

of a lot better than they now are. That

WARREN BENNIS: It would depend. If

Dole’s recent presidential campaign to

would be very useful.

We need look no further than Bob

you ever make an enemy of the bu-

see some of the common faces of fail-

reaucrats, you can, and that would

ure. Three or four people from his cam-

S&B: When you were talking earlier

create a lot more cohesiveness within

paign were speaking with different

about your experience in the war, you

the group. Every Great Group invents

voices, people were quitting in droves

stressed the importance of sharing some

or creates an enemy to preserve that

before the campaign was over, there

of your knowledge with the troops, of giv-

kind of cohesiveness and sense of élan

was a reduction in the number of

ing them a sense of the big picture.

of “we can do it.”

sources for getting information. And

Whether I’m leading a Great Group or

If you have a budget shortage,

real dissent wasn’t openly addressed.

just a humdrum one, how much knowl-

and you’re not getting the kind of help

edge should I reveal, how much should I

you need, you may want to indicate,

S&B: Can you explain what you mean

hold back?

“Well, we’re going to have to do the

regarding dissent?

WARREN BENNIS: You should reveal

best we can, given the budgets we’re

WARREN BENNIS: The best example I

as much as possible, but without scar-

getting from headquarters,” and just

can think of is a political one, from Lyn-

ing people. What I learned as a uni-

go with it that way.

don Johnson’s White House during the

versity president was that you can’t al-

I’d always rather err on the side

difficult days of Vietnam. George Ball

ways talk about your own insecurities.

of openness. But there’s a difference

would tell the President and his advis-

You can’t talk about all the perceived

between optimum and maximum

ers, “Well, we’ve got to pull out.” And

difficulties that you might see, by

openness, and fixing that boundary is

they would all dutifully listen and re-

virtue of your position, and that the

a judgment call. The art of leadership

lieve their guilt that they weren’t lis-

others can’t see. You don’t want to

is knowing how much information

tening to us, but it made no difference.

share things that will diminish the en-

you’re going to pass on — to keep peo-

They didn’t really want to hear dissent,
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“…THE BEAUTY OF GREAT GRO U P S is that
the y encourage dissent.They are the most v
argumentativ

erbal,

e entities.”

and they would make a feeble show of

ate an organization in which failure is

them. It was a “blessed impulse,” as he
called it, that did the trick.

it, by bringing in the one guy who was

tolerated. If everyone is spouting off, if

saying something different. Pretty

everyone has this high intensity, trying

Well, when you work with Pollack,

soon, though, Ball was no longer invit-

out new ideas, some are going to bite

one thing you know is that you’re in the

ed to the meetings. So, you’re hearing

the dust. So does a Great Group have to

hands of a very competent person.

only one voice.
All of these factors happen in consequential failures. You circle the wagons, you stop listening to as many

tolerate either a wrong turn or an out-

And that makes you — and the rest of

and-out failure?

the group — do more, perhaps, than

WARREN BENNIS: By and large, yes.

you thought you could. It is the same

Obviously, you can’t fail forever.

kind of give and take that I experienced

sources as you can, you get dissent

But that doesn’t mean you go in-

when I was the novice platoon leader,

which is public and not internal, be-

to anything thinking it will fail. There’s

first getting confidence from the

cause you domesticate it.

a producer/director for whom I have

troops and then giving them confi-

And the beauty of Great Groups

the greatest respect, Sydney Pollack.

dence in return.

is that they encourage dissent. They

He can get just about anyone to work

are the most verbal, argumentative

for him because they know they will

entities. It is sort of like playing Fris-

be in a terrific movie, one that hums

bee with ideas, tossing ideas all over

and sings. He has the capacity to cre-

the place. If there is one word to char-

ate these Great Groups every time he

WARREN BENNIS: Always. I don’t

acterize these groups it is logorrhea

goes out, because he really does say,

think you can have it without an in-

— these are people who can’t shut up.

quoting Susan B. Anthony, “Failure is

credible amount of rejoicing and cele-

impossible.”

brating and the freedom to express

Disney has a summit meeting

S&B: Are there examples of very direct,

top-down, hierarchical Great Groups?
Or is there always this give and take?

once a year in Aspen, and I’ve been to

One marvelous story that he told

different ideas, crazy ideas, without

a couple of those. My God, the wise-

me was about the filming of “The Way

being cut down. I’m not saying there

cracks and the motor mouths. The

We Were,” with Barbra Streisand and

always has to be a wise, sweet, touchy-

culture of these groups is noisy. Their

Robert Redford. Barbra claimed that

feely leader. But there must always be

she couldn’t cry, and would need am-

a sense that a good idea really pays off.

monia to get the tears flowing. But Pol-

Even if you’re facing the quintessen-

S&B: What about groups that fail?

lack wanted tears without a prop. He

tial, most highly acclaimed C.E.O. in

WARREN BENNIS: They are just the

knew that anyone capable of singing

America right now, Jack Welch, you

opposite. They cover up. They don’t

with her emotion could cry. So at the

know that as tough as he is, if you

encourage different ideas, they don’t

moment she was supposed to cry, he

really produce a terrific idea, the light

told his assistant director not to shoot

bulbs will go off in his head.

people feel free, they’re outrageous.

reward them.

until after he hugged her. When he did,
S&B: Now, Eisner says he wants to cre-

the tears just burst forth, buckets of
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